This table shows all the AT islands that are within ±500 bp of a pre-RC, along with some of their characteristics. The column "AT Island Name" shows the original name of the AT island (42), plus an indication (+ or -) of whether the AT island has previously been tested for origin activity by 2D gel electrophoresis (+ indicates origin activity was detected; -indicates it was not), plus the name assigned to the AT island/origin in publications prior to 2006. The column "Origin Activity" indicates whether the pre-RC associated with the AT island was found by Hayashi et al. (24) to be active in early S phase ("1") or inactive in early S phase ("0"). The latter set of origins were thought to be either weak or late-firing. The column "AT Island Position" shows the position of the AT island based on visual estimation of the peak of A+T content in a sliding 500-bp window within the intergenic region originally associated with the AT island (42,47). The column "Estimated Pre-RC Position" shows the average of the estimated positions of peaks of Orc1 and Mcm6 content (24) . "ArchAlign Center" shows the position of the origin center as determined by the ArchAlign algorithm using data from the LFN sample. "ArchAlign Orientation" indicates whether, in the final ArchAlign LFN alignment, the indicated origin is in the chromosomal orientation ("+") or in the reverse orientation ("-"). "Alignment by Eye Center" shows the origin center positions as estimated by eye, based primarily on the position of minimal predicted nucleosome occupancy. "Alignment by Eye Orientation" indicates whether, in the final alignment by eye, the indicated origin is in the chromosomal orientation ("R") or in the reverse orientation ("L"). The column "Origin Cluster Group" shows the number of the cluster group to which the indicated origin was assigned by k-medioids clustering ( Figure S9 ). ArchAlign ( Figure 4B ) ArchAlign ( Figure 4B ) Alignment by eye ( Figure S8 ) Alignment by eye ( Figure S8 ) To calculate center of mass positions for each of the pre-RC protein profiles in Figures 4B and  S8 , we chose the point on the X axis that allowed the sum of values on its left to be as close as possible to the sum of values on its right. Note that in Figure 4B the minimum value within the NDR (based on LFN data; orange line) is at position +44 bp. Thus in Figure 4B the binding peaks for the three pre-RC proteins are located ~100-150 bp to the left of the NDR center, and the centers of mass for the three pre-RC proteins are located ~60-75 bp to the left of the NDR center. Similarly, in Figure S8 , the position of the minimum within the NDR (based on LFN data) is -6. Thus in Figure S8 the binding peaks for the three pre-RC proteins are ~70-160 bp to the left of the NDR center, while their centers of mass are 72-74 bp to the left. In both cases, the smaller distances of the centers of mass (compared to the peak positions) from the NDR center may be due to incorrect orientation of a subset of origins by the ArchAlign algorithm.
